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Selected As nest All-Round Kentucky Community
Newspaper For 1947

WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY:, Considerable
-cloudiness, warmer, and becoming rather windy. A few
scattered showers in the,West
portion this afternoon or tonight.

United Press

YOUR PROGRESSIVE H 0 ME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Murray, Kentucky, Monday Afternoon, April 19, 1948

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

vol +

LEWIS CONVICTED OF CONTEMPT CHARGE .dOAY

Over 2,000 Spectators WIONYE PFIEGOIP111
Watch "Singer Boy,' TO SAVE CITY
Win Coon Dog Trophy

Almo Takes Opener Uni°n Also Held Guilty;
From Grand Rivers To-Be Sentenced Tues.

WSHINGTON, April 19 (UP)
verdict in a long extemporaneous
John L. La.wis today was convicted
NEWPORT, KY., April 19 rUP)
opinion.'
of criminal and civil contempt of
—Bleeary-eyed, back-weary resiThe Almo Heights baseball team
The crowded courtroom listened
court for failing to end the recent
tensely to every word spoken by
dents of this northern Kentucky won their opening game Sunday
coal strike forthwith.
afternoon from Grand Rivers, 9-6.
the judge who only -17 months ago
City continued their 'round-theThe verdict was handed down by had. fined
Almost 600 local fans watched the
Lewis and the United
Clock battle to save their city from contest
Federal Judge T. Alan Golds- Mine
which was played or the
Workers $3.510,000 for conborough. He rejected arguments of tempt
the muddy waters of the Ohio Almo diamond.
for refusing to obey a previUnited Mine Workers attorneys that ous
court order to call off a Noand licking rivers today even
Red Willoughby pitched eight full
the recent mine walkout was not a vember
1946 strike.
though tbe swollen rivers appear- innings for Almo and was pulled
"strike."
The current case grew out of a
out at the beginning of the ninth to
ed to be retiring in defeat.
The
United Mine Workers union pension dispute between the union
River forecasters said the Ohio allow. relief pitcher Bill Miller to
WASHINGTON, April 19 (UM— also was held guilty of contempt and the operators.
had dropped to 64.6 feet at mid- limber up his arm. The score book
Chairman Chan Gurney said today for failure to act more swiftly in
Lewis had notified his miners in
night from 4
,crest of 64.8, nearly showed Grand Rivers with six runs,
.
13 feet above flood level, and that nine hits and four errors. while his senate armed services commit- response to an April 3 restraining a March 12 'Mier that the operators
the water level "seemed to be Almo had nine runs, ten hits and tee will delay action on draft and order instructing them to call off had -dishonored" the contract.
universal training legislation until the strike,
Three days later—on March 15—
going down a little."
three errors.
. Moro
than
2,000
spectators number of neighboring states.
-hot issue of a 70-group
ere
Although the worst appeared to
watched
u ty about de- e soft-teal miners walked out.
"Singer
Boy,"
world
The lineup for Almo was J. Wil- Force
Seventeen
elimination
he
is cleared up.
President Truman. acting under
ciding that the evidence shows bebe over, city officials said the liams c.. 1
champion coon dog of 1947, win were run Saturday. and
run; Red Willoughby p.,
all the
The South Dakota Republican yond all reasonable doubt—prac- provisions of the Taft-Hartley Law,
LOUISVILLE, April 19 (UM— fight by Newport residents and 2 runs; Brent
the first tree trophy and $400 dogs ran excellently, said
Hughes
lb.. 2 runs; said
Buddy
a decision on the two mea- tically beyond all ,doubt—that the then appointed a fact-finding board
in prize money at the Dixie Na- Ryan. sponsor of the Dixie Nation- The 76th annual convention of the soldiers from Camp Campbell and Bal Miller 2b.. 1 run; E. U.
Jackson sures
would be held up until the defendants are guilty of criminal to study the dispute. It reported to
tional Coon Dog Field Trials at al trials. In addition to furnish VSentucky Education Association Fort Knox. Ky.. would go on un- Sta, 2 runs A. B.
Dunn as.; Ben commit
him that the walkout was a strike
tee knows what the man- contempt.' Goldsborough said.
the Ryan farm here Sunday.
ing the trophies and big prize was at an end Saturday after A til air danger of a rupture in a Aialey if., 1 run; Tom Toon, cf.. and
power needs of the Army and
He added that they also were which imperilled the natibn's health
Winner of the first line trophy money. Ryan also awarded $65 in final session that saw a bid for sandbag dike was over. The dike, 'Billy Ferguson, rt. U. S. Lamb
and welfare. On April 3, Mr. TruNavy would be if the Air Force guilty of civil
classroom teachers for a bigger now 11 feet high and one-half substit
and $300, was "Joe White," owned every heat.
contempt.
uted at third base, and Wilman directed the justice departwere boosted from 55 to 70 groups.
mile
share
long.
in
KEA
was
being
affairs.
reinfor
ced
Judge
Sunday forenoon the elimination
Golsborough announced
by Lewis Adams of Spring Hill.
liam Barrett relieved Toon at cenThe house already has voted funds that he
volunteers and 500 Army ter field.
The final day also brought the by
would impose sentences on ment to obtain a Taft-Hartley law
Tenn.
heats were finished and the finals
to start .the expansion.
troops when the surging waters
Lewis and the union at 10 a.m. to- injunction that would have ended
Six players each brought in one
"Cincinnati Joe." owned by Rus- were run in the afternoon. The election of Or, H L. Donovan,
Chairman Styles Bridges, R. N. morrow
the walkout for 80 days.
threatened to inundate 30 blocks
.
the
University of
run for Grand Rivers: H. Blaine,
sell Cooper of East Moline. III., finals, run at 5:00 P. M. were president of
H. of the senate appropriations
in the city and flood 1.000 homes.
Lewis failed to comply immediGoldslabrough handed down his
M. Mitchell, W. Reid, Ned Cothram,
won the ,stond tree trophy and broadcast by station WTPR, Paris, Kentucky. as president of the
committee, also took a go-slow
ately, the government asked
Newport City Manager Oscar
KEA succeeding Hernan McGuire
that
H. Brage and P. Combs.
$200. also
e second line trouhy Tenn.. with Joe Brandt and Vince
approach on the house plan. He
Hersch said the main work now
Lewis and the union be cited for
of Grayson.
Tapler at the microphone.
Neat Sunday the Almo team
and $100.
said
his
group
was
contem
reinfor
wouldn'
pt.
cing
t
act
the
on
barrica
the
The results of the voting were
de and journeys to Kuttaw
"Singer Boy," the winning tree
a. The next house bill until it gets
Lewis cAled Aff the strike last
a recomnot announced, but it was under- plugging up the holes.
home game is with Marion the fol- mendat
IDAHO GOES SOFT
dog, belongs to Sturart Planck of
ion
from
The
Gurney
Monday—April 12—after getting a
city's
's
flight
comto hold back the lowing
stood that Donovan's margin of
Columbus, Ohio. The dog won
Sunday
.
SHOSHONE. Ida.
UP)-- In the victory over
mittee.
river almost went for nothing
settlement of his pension dispute.
Dr. A. D. Owen,
first place in the Leafy Oaks world old days a man caught
ST. LOUIS NTIONAL STOCKGurney estimated that a 70yesterday when the supply at sand
cheating superintendent
The settlement grew out of a meetof schools at Newchampionship coon dog trials at in a gambling game in
group Air Force would reguire YARDS, April 19 (UM— (USDA 1— ing arranged by House
ran out and the water threatened
these parts port. was extrem
Speaker
ely small.
Kenton. Ohio. on Labor Day of often was shot. L. B. Brown
502.000 men—or 100.000 more than Livestock:
to pour over the make-shift dam.
apJoseph W. Martin, Jr. between
Mary
Lee
Travels
tead
of
Franklast Year.
Hogs
22,000;
peared in Lincoln county probate
salable
now
authori
20.000.
Howeve
zed.
r, trucks and bulldozers
He said he hoped
Lewis and Ezra Van Horn, operalin was elected first vice presiEntries in *the 'two-day meet, courtwand was fined $100 after
largest run since April 10. 1944
were sent to nearby communities
ad- dent. and Ann Moffin
tors trustee of the pension fluid.
CHICAGO, April 19 UP —Pro- to get from Defense Secretary Forwas named
Saturday and Sunday, included mitting his guilt to such
when
20.292
head
on
sale.
restal
Barrow
today
a charge. second vice preside
for enough sand to last out the duce:
s But riot all the miners returne
a statement on Army
d to
nt.
202 dogs from 18 states. Dogs were Nothing was said about
and gilts, $1 to $1.25 lower than Frithe fact
work.
1,,..
-411try: 28 trucks, the maket and Navy manpower needs in
Long-moulds-ring resentment by night.
brought here from Massachusetts, that gambling, other
•
•
day's
average
:
4011y_
event
e_Ctive at dethan slot the -classroom teacher
For a time the avorkeii had to steady: ens 34. leghorrr hens
the house bill is approved.
In 'a key sectiolt -et-IshrissI
s burst into
24,
New York. Maryland, Iowa. Kan- machines within city
nfori.
The House Armed Services Com- cling, Sows. 7'Jc to
fight a two front battle when wa- colored fryers 42. plymou
lower, some Golds-borough satd7
limits, ta fla this open when
the department of
th -trOcR
sas and Mississimi. as well as a legal in Idaho.
over
500
lbs
mittee,
off
meanwh
more.
ile, continued its
Bulk good "As long as a union
cleisgoom teachers offered a series ter came .through sewers along fryers 44, white rock fryers 45.
is funtitionand choice 170 to 240 lbs.. $20.50 to ing
as a union, it must be held reof resolutions demanding "ade- the Licking river front where plymouth rock broilers 38. white manpower hearings with testimony
$21.25: top, $21.50 for few loads. 240
quate representation," in the Asso- there are no interceptor sewers. rock broilers 38, colored broilers from opposition witnesses. A CIO
sponsible for the mass action of its
spokesman said a draft at this to 270 lbs., $19 to $20.75; 270 to 300 members.
The weather bureau at Cincin- 38, white rock springs 47, plymou
ciation's affairs.
Men don't act collectiveth
lbs. $17.50 to $16: 200 to 350 lbs..
ly without leadership. The suggesOne of the resolutions asked that ati said the river began dropping rock springs 47, colored - springs time was both unnecessary and
classroom teachers be named to last night after it had crested at 46. tom turkeys 50. hen turkeys harmful. However, he added, the 416.50 to 617.75: 130 to 150 lbs.. tion that 350.000 men would get
Vacancies on the KEA board of 64.8 feet at 7 A. M. yesterday 58, young geese 32, swan geese CIO would reconsider its stand $18.50-$20.15; 100 to 120 lbs. $1550 the idea simultaneously to walk out
The mighty Ohio and Licking giene. claimed political
to $17.75; cows, 450 lbs down $15.50
litertture directors; the
collectively is, of course, simply
other requested that morning. It fell to 646 feet by 25. ducks 36. ducklings 36, guineas -should open warfare appear probrivers west on a rampage during' had been circulated
to $16; few choice. $16 25: over 450
at the institu- 25 per cent
ridiculous."
be earmarked from midnight forecasters said it prob- 30, barn yard pigeons 3.00 per doz., able or imminent."
the week just past, and drove more tion, and that Doctor
lbs., $14.50 to $15.25; few down to
Mendelson each member
ably
The
house
would
commit
continu
tee
is
e
to
expecte
rooster
fall
d
until
s 18.
Goldsborough ruled that Lewis
's dues to set up a
than 16.000 Kentuckians in 21 coun- had been called on
to put a stop to budget
Eggs: (Browns and whites mix- to vote out later this week a $14.25. Stags,112 to $14.
actually had called a strike when
that would include the hir- it reached the 52 foot flood mark
ties from their homes.
"certain political activities"
Cattle
5.500:
measur
late
e
salable
Friday
draft
to
some
3.500;
700.000
calves.
rd)
ing of a field representative.
men
46.468 cases, the market unhe advised UMW locals on March
There is no damage estimate so
And Doctor A. M. Lloyd. comaged 19 through 25 for a two year 1.600, all salable. Market active 12 that
However, rain was forecast for settled. Extras 70 to 80
The motions were referred to
the. soft coal operators had
per cent
far, but residents of Cynthiana, missioner of welfare,
and
strong
says the per the board of directo
period.
today
to
50c
in
the
higher
Cincinn
than last "dishonored" their contrac
ati-Newport A 46 to 47 1-2, extras 60 to 70
rs for study.
Paris. Falmouth and Taylorsville patient cost of operati
t in the
week's
The
senate
ng the mental
close
area
and
on
and
house
weathe
steers
were
r
forecasters said per cent A 45 to 48 1-2. standards
and some pension dispute.
to
The convention failed to proare back home now, cleaning out institution last year was
meet in joint session at noon to butcher yearlings.
more than duce ahe anticipated
the situation might become worse 12 1-2 to 44 1-2, current
Cows fully
The
judge
receipt
faction
s
al
said
fight
Lewis'
the mud.
The river crested at twice the amount spent
March 12
hear 'President Truman's address steady and bulls, unchanged Veal- letter
if it was very heavy.
at the centering around the alleged
42. checks 39.
was in effect a "code" tefling
poliLouisville Sunday about 12 and feeble minded institut
in commemoration of U. S partici- ers. $1.50 higher on good and choice:
e in Frank- tical activities of
them
retiring
to
strike.
Presione-half feet above flood stage.
fort.
pation in the struggle for Cuban others steady to $1 higher. everal
dent McGuire.
'"The miners walked out when
It was at Newport that Kentuck•
independence. The senate later will loads medium to top good ateers.
McGuir
e
himself
made
told the agreement was dishononly
a
ians put up a great battle to keep
At Lexington, Fayette circuit general
continu
e debate on the Taft-E1- $30: good heifers and mixed yearl- ored,'
reference to the subject
Goldsborough said. 'They go
back the blood waters. A small vol. judge Cheater D. Adams
lender-Wagner long-range housing ings, $2650 to $28; common and
has or- in his address to the delegates
back when told the, agreement was
tinteer army of men. women and dered a sanity hearing
bill.
medium. $23 to $26: good cows. $23
Wednesday Thursday. when he charged that
honored. Can that be anything
children teamed with 500 toldiers for '1126-year-old Lawren
Housing—Sen Robert A. Taft. to $24; common and medium, $19
ce Howell, enemies of public education were
else than a code?"
in a desperate fight to save their who is charged with
R.. 0., won the support of a new to $22; canners. and cutters,
murder in attempting to divide the KEA
$15
to
Immediately after that. Goldshomes. They piled sandbags atop connection with the
deal Democrat in his fight with $19: medium to good sausage
death of a membership.
and borough said he believed the
a dike six to eight feet high and county patrolman.
deSen. Joseph R, McCarthy, R., Wis., beef bulls, $22.50 to $24:
He also faces
The Kentucky Negro Education
good
and fendants were guilty of contem
one-half mile long. At stake in the a charge of malicio
pt
over
long-range
housing. Sen. choice vealers, $28 to $34; common
us wounding in Association. meeting at the same
beyond any reasonable doubt.
battle were 4,000 homes and 37 connection with an
Robert F. Wagner, D. N. Y., en- and medium, $16 to $27.
injury to an- time. elected Whitney M. Young
ROME April 19 (UP)—Commu- That would constitute
He
added,
resound
a
howeve
r,
blocks of the city.
that
he did
dorsed Taft-supported amendments
other police officer at Keeneland of Lincoln Ridge
Sheep 1.500; salable 300; active;
as its new presi- nist front candidates trailed in ear- ing defeat for them.
not emphasize the civil contempt
So far there 'has been only one Saturday a week ago.
to the Taft-Ellender-Wagner hous- strong to unevenly
dent. Other officers named were ly. scattered, and inconclusive rehigher. nod and verdict, which
Rightis
newspa
death as a result of the Kentucky
t
merely
pers in Rome and ing measure.
permits a
Patrolman Oscar Roberts. 40, was G. P. Patterson of George
choice
wooled lambs, $25.50 to fine,
town as turns as Italy counted a record vote Milan
because a fine would only
carried scattered
floods. A nine-year-old boy fell in- killed,--iffid officer
returns
Anti-Inflation — President Tru- $25.75; some merely
Prewitt Welts second vice president and W. H. today.
good
medium
"transf
er
showin
the
fine from the union
g the Christian Democratic man's latest plea for
to Beargrass Creek at Louisville. was 'injured when
,passage of to good wooled skins. $23.50; part
they attempted Perry. Jr.. of Louisville as secreThe strongly Catholic Christian
treasfiry to the United Slates treaspartjacif Premier Alcide De Gasperi his
Two companions watched —and to arrest Howell.
10-point anti-inflation
tary-treasurer.
pro- deck No. 2 skins, $23.50: few spring ury—fr
Democratic party of Premier Alom
polling the highest vote. The Com- gram met continu
one class of people te all
were unable to save him.
Judge Adams also has ordered
ed opposition lambs. $28; aged sheep, firm;
cide De Gasperi was taking a lead
part the people and wouldn't
munist front. was shown running from
•
solve any
Republican
six persons _to. appear -:,in court
congressmen. deck good and ettnice fat ewes. $12.
over the Communists in first reof
the
problems."
second or third, and the Third So- Sen. Arthur H. Capper,
Kentuckians in the second con- today to answhr
R., Kan.
turns and smaller parties, all of
charges of concialist Union, which is anti-Com- predicted congress would
gressional district went to the polls tempt of court 'in
turn the
connection with
them anti-Communist, also were
munist, also was running. well.
Saturday to elect a U.S. representa- violation of an
President down if he again Made
injunction limiting
getting a considerable vote:
tive frorn,.the 15 counties tcf fill out picketing at the strike
a
formal
Two
request
'Precinc
for such things
ts reported complete
Semi-official , ...returns obtained.
-bound Genthe unexpired term vacated by eral Electric lamp
as standby price, wage and ration
plant in Lexfrom electoral offices in the sen- 4.mofficia1 counts in the senate race.
control
Governor Clements when he took ington. Wednes
s
and
allocati
One.
on power.
in Udine province near Yugoday 30 to '40 perate race gave for the first 254 ,preOLEO Taxes—A house member
office as the state's chief executive sons picketed the
plant. and the
(Meta counted out of Italy't 41,649; slavia, gave the Christian Demowho
asked
Only the Democrats had a can- MX
not
to be identified said
allegedly were among the
Christian Democrats 77.021; Com- crats 340, Communist Front 125. Sodidate in the race—John A. Whit- group.
congreasmen fighting for repeal
cialists 96, National Bloc 25.
The main speaker at the district munist Front 48.135.
NANKING, April 19 (UM—Generali
The early
aker of Rusaellville. and his nomiof
ssimo Chiang KAI-Shek, who
federal
taxes.on oleo margarine
Judge Adams had issued an in- meeting of WOW. in Hazei Tues- count came mostly from Milani
Another in a rich ROMP district
has
guided 'China's destiny since the death
and
are
nation was tantamount to election. junction limitin
so confident of victory they
of Sun Yat Sen. today was
rave Christian Democrats 297, Comg pickets to four at day night will be C. A. Hines, na- Rome.
have turned down a "cOmpromise" elected by an overwhelming majority as the country
There was a light vote throughout each of the three
tional, dirretor and chariman of
.
plant gates.
!a.rjrat constituNo definite trends could be ex- munist Front 169, National Bloc 30.
tional
offered
president in 4.000 yearp.
the district:
by some members of the
auditors of the Woodmen of the pected to show
•
• •
before late tonight. Socialists 30. Republicans 23.
anti-repeal bloc. He predicted the
The special term will end next
Over-ri
ding
the
Elsewhere in the state during the World Life Insurance Society.
General
About
issimo'
90 per cent of the 29,000.000
at the earliest. and definite indica-,
s own appeal that "someone else
house would vote to kill the 10 given Inc
be
January, following election of a week
Hines, a resident of Greens- tions as to whethe
honor." delegates to the national assembl
r Communism registered voters had cast ballots cents a pound
y cast 2.430 votes for
full-term congressman in the regutax on colored oleo Chiang and 269
Dr. H..L. Donovan. president of boro. N. C. is well known for ihs had won or lost may not
when the polls closed it / P.m777 a.
for Chu Cheng, president oft/the judicia
come
when the issue comes to the hquse
l Yuan. Ballotlar November election.
the University of Kentucky. was long record of public service.
before late Wednesday or early m. EST, and fine weather which
ing•was secret.
floor
April
Also on the political front, State elected'preses
26.
K.
L.
Pinkley
, consular command- Thursday.
swelled the vote was seen as
ient of the Kentucky
The
General
issimo became the'nation's new chief
Liquor —The senate commerce
Senator Doug Hays of McDowell Education Associa
executive as comMost pre-election forecasts had RC/0d omen for
tion. The 'elec- er of the Hazel lode, said today
anti-Communist commit
tee will begin hearings day munist armies were reported deploying for a new
has become the first Democratic tion came at
and possibly decisive
the conclusion of the that preparations are being made to Indicated the Communists might forces.
after
Manchu
tomorr
rian
candidate for congress from Ken- 76th annual
ow
on
offensi
a
bill
ve.
to
receive
The
ban
a large delegation from his poll only about 30 per
communists were moving troops from
The election was peaceful for the
convention in Louisthe
cent of an
all forms of advertising of alcholic Changchun area south
tucky this year. He filed his can- ville, which saw
toward Mukden, and. neutral militar
a bid by classroom area at the meeting.
estimated 25.000,000 or more votes. most part, but Terrorists who were beverag
y observers
es. The "drys", kilearheaded in Peiping
didacy for the Democratic nomina- teachers for a
expected the big push to start soon —
described as Communists by the
bigger share in KEA
possibly in May.
by the Methodist board of tempertion in the seventh district—a seat affairs. Long
government made shooting attacks
-smouldering resentance. will get in the first lick.
now held by Republican W. Howes ment by the
on threw-arsenals in the Milan area.
classroom teachers
Radio—Sen. Edwin C. Johnson,
Meade of Paintsville.
burst into the open when the deThey were driven off.
D., Colo., said that if "superpower"
•
partment of classroom teachers ofRumors of an attempted Comstations don't like his bill to limit
BERLIN. April 19 (UP) —Berlin's
There were charges, and counter- fered a series
communist press charged today
munist coup by violence tomorrow radio
of resolutions destations to 50 kilowatts of that the United States
charges last week about operation manding "adequ
is organizing a new German army
persist
ed
and
Interior
ate representation"
Minister power, they ought to
to be headed
of the Kentucky State Hospital at in the associat
suggest a by Field Marshall Gerd Von
Mario Scelba, backed by 330,000 compro
ion's affairs
Runstedt. commander of German troops
The
mise.
at
Danville, as Superintendent J. S. motions
the
alerted
1944
battle
troops and police, warned
were referred to the board
of the Ardennes.
I. H. Key, city engineer, resigned of Murray State
Mendelson announted he was re- of directo
College. announced the public to beware
rs for study.
The
Russian
of
"alarmi
license
st
d
his
post
with
Nationa
the
city
l
of
Zeitimg
Murray at this morning that Key had
, quoting the Prague newssigning
been rumors" and of "false election reHORSE LOSES PRESTIGE
Louisville city officials men- the regular meetin
paper Obrana Lidu, claimed that
g of the City employed by the college
most of Hitler's former general staff
Doctor Mendelson liars he quit tioned the
on a tem- turns.possibility of imposing a Council Friday night.
already
had
set up headquarters at Kassel in
porary basis to draw complete plans
FALLS CITY. Neb (UM—In
because of political interference one per cent
the American zone. Von
Some' reports had said the Compay roll tax. City ofKey had been employed by the of the college ground
early days the horse was valued Runstedt, the National Zeitung claimed, will
and inadequate funds to operate the ficials met with
s and build- munists would spread reports
take command immediately
labor representa- city sive . March, 1946.
they
He re- ings. He began working for the
so highly that a horse thief faced after he is released from a prison
hospital.
tives to discuss the tax. Labor cently comple
had won the elections. and then
camp in the British zone.
ted plans, together college today.
hanging.
But
Governor Clements immediately seemed to be
the
Richardson
seek to seize power. Some newsin favor of it, if ex- with the Chester Engineering
County livestock,. assessmeens inCo.
Wrather said that there is a poss- papers
called on the retiring superintend- emptions were
published versions of a purproved in the lower of Pittsburgh. Firlhe new enlarge
dicated that the horse now is valud ibility that Key may he given a ported
ent for proof of his charges. Doc- income groups
plan 'IS" for a Comraunist
and if the tax were water and sto.vage system for Mured slightly higher than the goat*
perman
ent
A.
tor
position at the college nurising.
Y. Lyon, director of the di- graduated accordi
-`•
ng to ability to ray.
WASHINGTON. April 19 (UPI—An atomic
The 1948 schedule of values lists
when Presiden Ralph Woodi• revision of hospitals of mental .hy- pay:
weapon, presumably asii
sitie
But the government appeared
M. 0. Wrather, acting president turns from
improv
a
ed
two-ye
atomic
ar-o
ld
bomb,
horse at $10 and a
has been tested in great secrecy
his mission in Greece.
-firmly in control.
at •Enilielboll
goat at $5.
Atoll in the far Pacific, It. was announ
ced today.

ARMED SERVICES
COMMITTEE DELAYS
DRAFT,UMT ACTION

Dixie National Trials Here
KEA CONVENTION
Have More Than 200 Entries ENDS WITH VOTING
FOR NEW PREXY

LIVESTOCK

PRODUCE

rs

Last Week In Kentucky

•

it

Communist Party Trails
In First Italian Returns

•

W.O.W. DIRECTOR
TO SPEAK AT
HAZEL TUESDAY

International SithatiowtnlIrief

/
City Engineer Resigns,
Accepts Job At College

Charges U. S. Forming German Army

Chiang Kai-ShekEleted President

4,
•

New Atomic Weapon Tested

5•

•'
•

*a.

a.

•

•

-

,

•.

a

"W. FliTte.PUBLISHER JAMES C. WILLIAMS. GENERAL A1ANAGER
Published afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St., Murray, Ky.;

• IL. P
mary and. sicondary education up MARINE SCHOLARSHIP 5E1
year.
each
child
floor
of
ISO
a
$óï
• WASRINOTON UP - Marine
-In-the House, Rep. McCowan .R.,
o cps headquarters announced
C
proOhio) has introduced a ball
that a naval scholarship nenoinia
lower expendividing
int Crinaral Aientier
es- on -education than •
Vandergrita 18th comMandaatseit
Bin.- -Action ori this bill has been the corps, has been established at
deferred for some 'time, and it's
Rice Institute, Houston. Texas for
by no means'certain that a comproyoung men of outstanding ability.'
mise pa:9gram will be passed this The scholarship was one of seven
season. set up on funds provided by Jesse'
In the meantime, Senator Taft
H. Jones, former secretary of coinsays that, twq million children bemerce. and Mrs. Jones.
tween 6 anc1-41 are attending no
school, ant IhTif same number are
being taught by unqualified instructors.
•
-a.
Strike News 'John L. -Lewis announced an and '
to the coal strike last week Front
labor's standpoint, it was none too
soon. Cangress is all set ti crack
down on what it regards as vialations of the Taft-Hartley Llte. Rep,1
Hartley R. N.J.) has a bill pond- 1
ing to make labor unions subject
Lynn Grove Milling Co.
to anti-trust prosecution if they engage in a monopolistic restraint of
trade. A bill introduced by Rep.
Harrison (D., Va.) would restore
the epvernment's war power to
seize strike-bound facilities essential
to nati‘inal health and safety.
The President/is trying to bring
meat packers and packing house
Call on us for
workers together for renewed negotiations in an effort to end the meat
Drugs, Cold Drinks,
strike.
Paints

BASEBALL SEASON
PENS _WDAY WITHI_
TRUMAN PITCHING.:
i
l

BE THE CALLOWAY PURLIISULNG COMPANY
-PL
coneediaa ion of The Murray cfedger, The Calloway Times, and The. (,)
tames-Herald. October 20, 028, arid the West Kentuckian January 17. 1942

lly ERNEST BARCELLA• ..
I WASHINGTON, April 14 it:Po!president Truman. who has been
RIBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per'catching it from the left end the ,
nonth daw„In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3 50, else- right, will do some .pitching today.
ehere $5.50.
'a With 35.000 .upper4Sse. and just.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE. WALLACE WITMER CO., 903 Sterick . plain fans watching at ,ciriffith .
Bulding, Memphis., Tenn.; 250 Park Ave.. New York; 397 N. Michigan Stadium, Mr. Truman - will throw
'
%re...Chicago; 80 Boylston St.. Boston.
out the ceremonial "first- pitch
ineaugaratutic the 1948 major league
baseball season.
.
NA1IONAL-EDITOR1AL_
The weatherman promised 'good'
baseball weather" for the occasion
-partly cloudy and mild.
There will be all the trappingsTHE KENTUCKY PRESS
a band, a parade Waite centerfield
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor flagpole. peanuts, soda pep and hot
a
4r Public Voice items which in out opinion are not for the best interest
dogs,• '
of our readers.
There also' - will be a baseball
C.
pine-between the world champion!
Monday Afternoon, Apri119, 1949
New York Yankees laid -the-Iliiniii--1-ty-Dturinty. ISesington Senators.
And- professional pitchers-big
Allie Reynolds of the Yankees, a
19-game winner last year. and Early
Wynn. ;mho pitched , 17 aactories
for the seventh-place Senators in
By IltlisloN ts NICHOLS
Under "Alligator Cross- 1947. Both are right-handers. ,
United press Staff 1C•orrespondent go Easing.
head." which • looked rather inHELPING HANDS—The singing DeMarco Sisters, NBC vocal
ed
Mr Truman is - a natural left▪
. WASHINGTON. April 19.UPI teresting. it said to see "Cross- bander. But he hasn't been call .
ists, are busy regulatineclocks for the switch to Daylight
-Casey -Jones didn't have'much to head •
a satithpaw since his recent politiSaving Time on April 25. Adjusting the clocks for the time
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. French of
. worry about but keeping his hands
What really prompted us to. call cal difficulties with the South. Change are (standing) Jean, at left, and Ann, and seated
Robertson county built two electric
on toe throttle of old 417.
head
Callen,
thro:d
Miss
E1izabet0
President
will
on
Today
the
Arlene
and
Gloria.
Marie"
right),
to
(left
•
a;
broadest u)—eare for 575 chicks
RiotBureau
•
- -A ---civd-right: h
Old tune eng,neer hump His job road economics of the Association political t ecklers call it. An inwas to get the snorting iron horse of American Railroads, was some- sult to the left wing, according to
ei
mince completes hearings. Right
•
into the barn and bed it down for think which happened on the some Henry Wallace followers. •
now. it -looks as though UMTthe night.
White House, lawn last week.
Republicans said they don't care
Moat likely Casey as he proddstrongly oposed by AFBF will be
IP
President Truman consented to hov. Mr. Truman throws: they'll be - WASHINGTON
ed 97' cleivsn the grade at 90 or pose alongside a replica of a sending him to the showers in, Noknocked out, in favor of an ex01
pended air force.
so miles aft hour. wasn't, fussed 100-year-old locomotive to help vember, anyway. But Mr. Truman TVA Under Fire
PHONE 10.114
it
at roe
u
a wee
cago
e
pu• icize
"
IftSenator McKellar, long-standing alai -"D.
Murray,
Ky. RFD 5
':that go into a locomotive As a Fair Mr. T_. being famously curi- there lor four more years.
Passage of ERP has had one unTVA foe, has introduced a bill to
Ui
matter of fact, few people were ous, was nosing around the old
Mr. Truman is the aaoly switch- abolish TVA test demonstrations on expected result here at home: to
Motor Tuneup, Starters,
a'
until around 1905 The question engine
pitcher in the 36 years since Wil- fertilizer.
Farmers have a big point up once again the difficulty
et
Generators, ('arburetors.
came up at the 3bth annual c,onA newspaperman remarked in liam Howard Taft started the cus- stake in this issue. Over tlke yeais. of luring good men into governMagnetos and Rebuilt
vention. of the Railroad Master
earshot that that tom of pri sidential -first- 'pitches. these programs have pointed the ment service. It now' appears that
Cr
'Mechanics Association at Manhat- the President s
Motors
"Cowe'atcher" Two yeam ago Mr. Truman -threw way toward better soil Use and many of the top brains needed for
logicang
funny'
was
a
tan Beach There it was resolved
REP will have to be drafted from
left-handers. Last year, he was higher farm living standards. In E
chief
ruoThe
front
end.
the
on
- emthat the railroad gazette Ise
ambidextrous, throwing two pitckes 1946. earh demonstration faim 1: intiustrY on ,'Ft dollar-a-year basis
powered to 'publish an illustration bed his chin- and looked over -hay
a-nne left-handed and one riglia- on the average, seven other farmers' Main reasojraistappt s ti be
upstart..
chetionary giving the proper names .eyeglasses at the
can't afford
j
c• take
.
to adopt improved soil practices. many men
He scoffed. handed.
-"Cowcatchers!'
of "each and every part- used in
Actually. the-PresidentX Lase will From 1907 to 1945, use of commer- ER? jobs at prevailing government
-There -13n-1--trsv--steer-throg- -as- -a
-"Iiiiilding Io•como-fives.
nut be the "hest- pitch of the new cial fertilizer in 14 TVA counties in salaries. Some have also expressed
•
The glassary ot raalroad terms. cowcatcher Its a page. Aigl while
seas-ti- .
.
Alabama rose 48 percent. ,The in- reluctancy to take government jobs What to do for women's oldest probiem.
rut out shortli- after that. bar we were in the biggest rail.laararaj,
--A- fleOubiteatri-Gov- -Robert_ F. crease in-fertilizer use in Alabama's where they would be subject to functional monthly pain' Many a girl and
grown until 'today it's a volume in -the wald we looked ualS--traloa
criticism from Congress. It looks woman has found the answer in CARBranford of Massachusetts
53 counties was only 19' percent
•,
•
weighing seseral. hundred pounds. of other things. .
like a real problem for ERP Ad- OM'S 2-way help You see. CARDUI ma)
that
honor
Bradford
throws
grab
example.
for
"Petticoat
pipe"
A
came
edition
make things Iota easier for you in either
. The Latest. the 13th
The significance of these figures
ministrator Paul Hoffman. •
out
the
firsaball
at
10:15
a.m
today
of two ways: (II started 1 days before
over
or
smokebox
in
the
a
pipe
contains
1418
is
out recently and
was explained to Congress last
Al
•
*
"your time
,
and taken es directed on the
pages. with thousands and thous- surrounding the exhaust pipe for in the first 'game of a holiday week_ by Wafter Randolph. member
label. It should help relieve turialona:
-the-purposes-of aauaiiire a partial double Leader between_ She
-ands- ot Urine.
ATM's --Boxrd---of- -Directors-. -Aid ice Ettaeaskims
periodic pain, 2) taken throughout the
Sox and the Philadelphia Athletics
it woakl be interesting to line vacum.
Enactment of a comprehensive ramth Ilk* a tonic, It should improve your
"Farmers are not asking for free
appetite, aid digestion sad thee help
But scene of the defimtions are :it Roston. 'Mr. Truman doesn't do
_up a dozen-. or se- la& ail -proms
- he bald the Senate Pub-" program -f-ur Fedirid
tea educe- Staid up resistance lot the trying days to
simple even the layman can get his 'pitching until 3 pm,
dents and stump them on some
Lc Works-Cornshittee. "Irusteed.. tion is now up to the House. The Come. CARDUI is scientifically prepared
Another 11Lissachus,Ats Republi- they
m A berth, for instance, is a
er "at
of their own complicated ter
want better fertilizer. better Senate-passed Taft Bill provides and scientifically tested If )uu
The indexed book quite properly "Bed ip a sleeping car.- And of can-Speaker Joseph W. Martin, use and more of it." He pointed out $300.000.000 a year for Federal aid those certain times". gee CARDUI
Jr.-will
play
a
key
role
in
the that. _farmers all over the 'nation tp_education_ It would supplement
starts with the'',- c-1iraLe- course -a door is a &or and a•
Ina e'
s Accident RePertiaT_ It. doesrai Stieel --its-a----tv-heel and an engine presgaine,eeremonies here.'-Marlin. want test demonetrations_
•
-• t.osisiee-weile-te-reek-bottoin -fed-niirsr4tN?lC
:--may
be
Mr
Truman's
opponi-ch pulls the-Pesc of
,
tell you right off what is maant is a thingtinue. 1,0 help promote the vital twat expenditure of $5 for each
ISATCKERT.
• ruLL.Of
l'emo lone.
by that. but savs see "Boiler In- the train. In other words an ent in the November presidential struggle against sail erosion. Ran- pupil between 5 and 17. States am.
•• ne1.1.1.••-grm• maim.
SE
election, will handle the traditional
•
- •
spection." It gets tougher as you engine. "CI S 13•1/••••"
`• All
diaph also warned that other pro- which spend at least 2.5 percent of Illanelsol
111•••14.••••11 lamed
flag-raising.
visions of the bill would seriously their income on education might re- area...god reti•66.••
ly
koalas yawl.
CIA4t
r
if
cripple TVA. Similar views were ceive as much as $29 per child, Pet.. ri•O*
hem the ISMS 055111
INSECTS. TOO , GET DRUNK,
11,
1• •••••.
4.1 Ole K(PIYIJCKY
expressed by M A_ Hubbard. ease- These grants would be designed to ••• 11,.•
MUG EXPERTS DISCOVERS
utive secretary 'of the Virginia Fa ham state expenditures for pri- KENTUCKY HATCrItRY, 32111 Ott llnIt1111 U.
STAMFORD CONN
P 7Cer1,
•'
AK—
tam insects. like some humans beArms and the Maui
ings
can
get
an
alcholic
jag
.
an
• WHITEWAY
.A veteran geologist:- more than, of it.
Possible deferment of farm workentomologist reports.
than forty years in the empleyeStation
ers
in
thc
event
of
a
renewed
na•
The
worst
inebriates
in
the
inAg
at large-corporate-ans. was talking,,, Speaking 'of Tennes.k.c.. I had
wasps, certain tional draft, is now being consiitand I was the audience.
occasion the 'other day to call on sect kingdom are
Texaco Gas and Oil
butterflies and moths, flies and ered by Conaress. House legisla-Kentucky's untouhed rraneral a photographer in the State De'
Washing, Greasing and
offices in ants, sand Dr. Stanley W Brom- tion already ,prorides for this, in a
Health
par-talent of
wealth is fabuloasalhe 5'..d
rather general way. A proposed
Adjusting Brakes
flourspar. Memphis. and the hospitals I 1...w ley. entornaligts of the Bartlett
ceptang
_ - law introduced by Rep. Andrews
Tree Research Laboratories.
Unaversity
of
the
•
:round
grouped
treas•
buried
your Mineralelire a
may
get
-liquored
for
They
exup- by N.. N.Y.. would prcnade
Firetitone Tires & Tubes
Specializing in Lawn
ure-buried within easy reach of Tenriess.s- Medical College was as
feeding en sap the exudes from emption of all persons deemed
'
Man-and you are dome next to impressive as the ColombooPres- trees and has fermented. •
Phone 9124
sentul by the Prpaident The PresMower Sharpening'
let
nothing about it 'Just over the bytertan Medial Center in New
"Some of them don't know when ident would have authority to issue
Pa
Renlucky border. in Tennessee York One immense hospital buildBrewer, Mgr.
C.
J.
to stop.' Dr.. Bromley said. "Cer- proclamations. to local draft boards.
North Fourth
rich deposits of iron, zinc. capper. ing was nearing completitn. and.
ex, _ phoaphate and manganese are tit- • the steel .skeleton of a New Unia tain flyes and ,moths may fly diz- providing Tar deferment of farm
zily after drinking the intoxicating workers.
Bu
ing mined and processed. Kentuc- versity Dental . College building
liquid. Yellow jackets have beef'
However, the legislation now
by has as many minerals, If not was ready for the brick masons known to fall over in a dead
being considered by the. Senate!
the
Tennessee ahead of Kentucky 7 at-amore. than Tennessee.drunk It takes therp several hours Armed Service Committee does '
Stop At
) panic.- considerably roc thirty years • or to shake off a good lag.nis' geologist went infs.
not
'present include deferment of,
Tennessee's public healan
longer
wa
minmany
wnere
Told
me
ulars
farm
workers.
Stich
a
provision!
more
ineptutions have received
prc
eral deposits arc •tocated. But that
Kentucky's. And that touted by Department of Agricul- might be recommended by the corn-'
bej
part of the interview must remain support than
Roca for municipal and private cara ture Thrc:e . or four years we Mew in ,reporting the bill., or
get
there
repeated
at
confidential If I
For your Barbecue Sandinstitutions. also KenteckS. I heard kudzu was a wonderful crop written into the eventual comprohe
might be a lot of mineral leask. trolled
mise measure.
•
for
•
Kenfarmers
.
may
Committee
A
few
Kentucky
the
starred
by
wiches and Sandwiches of
• be
grabbing-gold rush sttiff
Thisa taeek, the House Armed
is determined have sown some kudzu seed, but
all kinds, and $at Drinks
' At first I suspected the elderly tucky's syeesanoaSs,
CALL
to have a .public health program the promotion campaign petered Forces Committee • starts haantigs
Lir
scientist of stringing me for- the
means will justify. out. Then along came 31 fescue. on the atiidrcws Bill, wheh proin
for your Grocery needs
a -LYNN GROVE, KY.
fan of it Or- maybe he wa.s sin- as stood as our
but we are on our This rather rs- -recently developed vides two-aear service for men.
hac
cent but slightly on the goofy side.. An uphill job.
.1 grass was a wonderful cover crop from 19 to 25. The Senate will give
Ronald Crouch, Owner
PHONE 788-J
But later it occurred to me that waY•
i and made excellent pasture. I sa w the draft top. priority as -soon as
• • •.• • a
prc
•
as t'-lungthe t th
Fe
try ____LMessasered s_LLM• if there had
Many farresere--lall -readily fca: fescue grow where hardly---- fly the' Senate - Armed Services Com-r--ecaul4-survive.-But
taB- ever --beert-rneri--_rgeol ao...-1 -savior new thing that pronarae boc-firoM•-----901c*
amlollauMIIIIMIRNIBBIRIFI
pot
ing outidc j,iI I' had n'." r heard eapecially l .ard- new things art-1172f skeptiult—RD0112- rtsso.
and
I
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neighbors
value.
bet
I Now tests by a meat packing emisots
t
• show that 31 fescue is rather-'
--reein
fss-d Ladino clover
• low a.,
Mu
I
is the.' newest heat wave clOV:n on coy
way I sowed some of it on 'heavs
to
• bluegrass sad. .to, satisfy County
wcat
1 Agent H R Jacks,' won
_should be known 'tfiTi 'Fall.
I
be
•
I don't .candemn new grasses,'
rig)
until
legumes. grains I just wait
Experiment Station tests are con- I
firmed by practecaPisig-fierrd dernNat
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PAGE TWO

"Lynn Grove's
Best"
All Purpose
Flour

•

FOR A WORLD OF
— SERVICE
VERIFIED LUBRICATION
—ROCKER SERVICE-.Youtr ear moving while
greasing
-

Melugin Standard
Station .
Phone 494
1417 Main

Ha
Lai
stal
i,, wit
.ate
: it
71,

Phone 323
We have it or we will
tell you when you can
get it, or it can't be had

FOP

pat
Inc

bar

IN HAZEL

GOVT. ASSAUL
BOATS FOR
SALE

•

BAE
per

$25 to $35

Cosmetics, etc.

Turnbow Drug

Body

- ier,

. FOR
' Res
ed
Ear
ted
tom
No
• duc
ben
the
Thu
Sha
Rhe
blot
Far
Per

Builders

Electric, Acetylene
Welding
— BEE --

MORGAN 411 CO.HAZEL. KY.

Girls Everywhere Are
Praising 2- Way Help

-'-will

GROCERY
at FIVE POINTS

RADIOS

complete' line of
Groceries Fresh Fruits,
bleats and good variety
Vfiease. ;

has a

and Small Appliances.
REPAIRED
Third and Walnut As.
--

Phone

—

ROBERT RQS8

—

Call 6554 for Free
Delivery
Ample Perking Spate

C'

1

As

HENDON

1

Service

Welding and
Machine Shop

Ronnie's Cafe

ys

NOTICE
To Rural Residents

I have been notified by the State Highway Department
to

BLUE BIRD
771—
GRILL
Owned and Operated

ALL PEOPLE

Mn. James
Heath

Good Eats At
Times

All

4

PARTY LINE NEIGHBORS
may be waitingt
4

keep eallm brief
This assures better service for you
and your party hoe neighbors.

give ethers a chancre

WHO LIVE ON RURAL ROADS
releaxe line in emergenciem
•a

and

Love is grand... but your

A "Time Out" between calls gives
Others a chance to use the line.
• •

By'
Mr.

•

request

THAT ARE ON THE STATE SETUP
to clean their right of way

cif/A

rsavas FUR THE MILK—Milk is sill, rationed in Holland
but is &ulna more plentifoi. This summer's tourists will see
plenty of bicycle milk wagons like this one In Utrecht The
housewife gee her mit.filled directly from one of these 40-

Benton Read at
City Limits

When another party on the line has
On _emergency, please release the
lino quickly—and pleasantly.
..

IF THEY WANT ROADS DITCHED AND

hang up gentifj
PROPERLY GRAVELLED

Always a Good Cup of
Coffee -

PINK G. CURD '
County Judge

When the line is busy, it's 'always
courteousto "Hang Up Gently."
SOUTHERN BELL

gallon copper cans. _

•-

,

4

a

• ,FOR
ma.
' pia
.• Z. ;

„

McCUISTON'S
Auto Electric

FARMING IN

KENTUCKY ON THE MARCH

• FOf

Murray Paint and
Wallpaper

TELEPHONE

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
omm.1.0.01.4
.
•

•

.1
a
r

•

•-

•

.
I

•

•

•
•
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PACE TITRES
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ION

i&EITHE
lard
ae

and Save Money

404

•••••••4011
FOR SALE-Sewing machines, two FOR SALE: Tractor or team wagon, buy-Main Street Car Exchange
White rotarys. one Singer, one one good basement digger, double and Auction Co, Hopkinsville
Miesota. Perfect condition-1609 shovel, and harrow. Lowell Far- Ky.
'
pp
FOR SALE-Beautiful home on Hilton Ave., Garage Apartment mer, Phone 966-R-4.
A21p
Ilighway 95. One mile southof in rear.
FOR SALE: One used General
Hardin, 5 acres Of valley land. MILLER TIRE SPECIAL-6.00x16-- Electric stove. Good condition.
Large chicken house, one good 112.39 exchange. Guaranteed good Calloway County Lumber ComLOST; Small, brown and white
.• stable. Ideal for Murray worker as money will buy. Other sizes. pany.
Apllc
long haired dog; named' "Snooks".
i with family. House newly decor- Cable Motor Co.
A22c
If found or seen please notify
ROUGH LUMBER-Poplar, oak
ated and modern. Stop and look
: it over. Owner leaving state. Box FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY- All lengtps, uniform widths', thick- Steve Woodall, 1604 Miller, Phone
Apiftp
71, Hardin, Ky.
A24p 12" culvert and driveway tile.- less. Accurately sawn-John A. 561-M. Reward.
Guerin Concrete Products. East Nance, Nance Bros., New ConFOR SALE-Good popular boat Highway. Phone 324.
Mlc cord.
Ml2c
' patterns, gunnels run from 14-20
inches wide, 16 ft. long. See Al•"IONUMENTS
bert Enix, under Sykes Bros. Murray Marble and Granite Wcrrks,
FOR RENT - Two room furnished
Grocery.
A2lp East Maple St., near Depot. Tele- 1
apartment. Electrically equipped.
phone 121. Porter White and L. D DESTROY TERMITES. Free In- at 505 Maple. Possession at once.
• FOR SALE- John Deere mowing
Outland. Managers
Mt/ spection. All work guaranteed. Phone 2044.
A2lp
machine. Oil bath. Twe row corn
•
'Reasonable
prices.
References
planter. 100 bales good lap hay- PIANOS-New Starr spinet $485.00
furnished. Frank McKiney, P. 0.
• Z. B. Crouse, Penny.
A21p up. Used pianos $135.00 and up.
Box 471, Mayfield, Ky.
A23p
Free delivery anywhere - Harry
BABY CHICKS-Special Sale $6.95
Edwards. 808 South 5th Street. Pa- HOUSE WIRING. Appliance reliair,
per 100 up; From U. S. Approved
STRAWBERRY PICKERS - Anyducah, Ky.
h112c any electrical work-Bourland ElPullorum Controlled flocks-Hoosone who is interested, contact Herectric Shop in new Riley Furni- bert
ier. 716 West Jefferson, Louisville. PULLORUM
Key. 1312 West Main Street,
PASSE61 CHICKS
ture
milk
Phone
587.
Kentiteky__
MU that will live and grow fast,
Murray. Ky. Transportation will
. Approved. Different breeds. Hat148p
be furnished.
FOR SALE: Funk & Sons Drouth
BEST BY TEST-That's why our
ching days, Mondays and Thursbusiness has grown so much. Try
Resistant Hybrid Seed Corn. Treat- days.
Book your order early to
ed to resist Corn Bore and
CIVIL SERVICE JOBS
avoid disappointment. Heavy cock- for yourself-Dixie Cleaners, Tel.
Ear Worm. Special'numbers adap- erals available.
Murray Hatch- 768, Thomas Crider, owner. M8c Open competitive examinations
ted for Kentucky up-land and bot- ery.
A20c
EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING- for probational (permanent) aptom soils.'Both Yellow and White.
No other hybrids excell in pro- FIELD SEED-Let us supply your Have your watch cleaned, oiled. pointraNG in the Federal Civil
regulated for perfect time Service to the positions of Anthro• duction. We stock all needed nufn- needs. We carry complete stocks an
bers. Funk & Sons. Handled by of Hybrid Corn, open Pollinated keeping--all for $2.75 plus post- pologist (Anthropdanetrist), ArchiMathematician,
the fdllowing merchants: L. F. Corn, Clovers. Grasses. "'Sudan, age and insurance. Quick Service. e c t, Chemist
Thurmond, Murray; John Grogan, Soya Beans and Peas. We have Mail for estimate to ROY WADE. Metallurgist, Meteorologist, PhyShilo; Ralph McDaniel, Dexter; one of the most complete lines of Jeweler, Clinton Street, Hickman. sicist, and Technologist were an.A.21p nounced by the Executive SecreRhea dcs Wright, Wiswell; Young- Garden and Vegetable Seed of Ky.
tary, Board of U.S. Civil Service
blood Grocery, Coldwater; Otto any stare in West Kentucky-Ross
Farris. Pottertown: L. L. Housden, Feed Company, Murray, Ky., Tel. ROWLAND Refrigeration Service Eatardiners, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Dayton,
The
Penny; Ray Lassiter, Hazel. M5c 101. We deliver.
tf All makes. Money back guarantee. 12 years experience. Phone salaries for these positions range
9934.
M5c from $3397 a year to $9975 a year.
These positions exist at Air MaFOR COMPLETE INSULATION terial Command, Wright-Patterson
SERVICE at a lower cost call Rock Air Force Sage, Dayton, Ohio. and
Wool Insulation Co., Room 106, other Federal agencies in the Sixth
Gatlin Bldg. Phone 1021.
Ferguson Grain Drill
bl8c
S. Civil Service Region comprising the states of Ohio. Indiana and
WE SPECIALIZE in COUNTRY
Ferguson Tillers
Kentucky. and, will be filled by
HAM, steaks, chops and
plate replacing War
Service and temporFerguson Bush and Bog Disc Harrows
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches ary
employees who do not file.
- Rudy's Resseurant.
who fail to qualify, or whose names
Power Lawn Mowers
WE REPAIR TYPEWRITERS and are not within reach for consideraDouble and Single Cultipackers
ADDING MACHINES - Kirk A. tion for probational appointment.
Application blanks and additional
Pool & Co. Phone 60.
MU
Pond Slips
information are available in the
EXPERT SEWING MACHINE SER- office of Mr. Valentine, local secVICE. Fourteen years experience. retary, Board of 11. S. Civil Service"
qualifies me to extend to you the rocaminers, Post Office, Building,
best sewing machine
service Murray.
available. Have your old treadle
Last Highway
Tel. 1164
converted into a new style cabNANCY
inet electric. Prices reasonable.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Telephone
1120-J. 706 Main
11-W-F c
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3-To cut
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mean
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7-To pester
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9-Bucket
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17-Bloated
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29-Dry
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47-To wreck
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51-See 01rd
52-Comfort
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54-Observe.
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0-Absurd person
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9-Light blow
12-To feel affection
13-Loud nolae
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•
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34-Children's same
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SeVvices Offered

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS FUILELS

Today's Sports Parade
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK. April 19
"play ball" in the major leagues today and as the world champion
New York Yankees open defense of
their American League pennant
sgamst the Washington Semato7s.
They agree unanimously that it's
the Boston Red Sox they 1•ave to
beet.
From Manager Bucy Ha,
ris on
down to the bat boy the. Yankees
have great respect for the Red Sox,
But Harris cautions that "if we do
have bad luck in- the line of injuries
either Cleveland or Detroit easily
could win."
And over in the National League
where the Brooklyn Dodgers hone
to retain their laurels. Lippy Leo
Durocher comes back to the helm

with the statement that:
"The St. Louis Cardinals are the
ones we'll all have to beat."
The Yankees. however, leive n
_doubt _tliat they _look upon _them.selves as the class of their circuit.
But they put the finger on the
strengthened Boston ball Club at
the chief challenger.
, •
Joe DiMaggio. the kingpin Of the
Yankee attack. gave the Bosox the
nod natulialy on their power.
"They have a lot of it,' Joe -explained. "But I think I can say we
have a fair amount ourselves'
• Difelaggio, who reported that his
sore arm ::feels okay nov.•," got
agreement from Charley Kellern
almost fully recovered' from a
spinet Pneration„. King-.1Cring - the
healthiest looking sick Man in capacity, said he was feeling -stronger

every day.
COOK and HEAT with
"And we'll have to have all our
strength against those Red Sox."
he said. "But don't overlook that
great Detroit pitching and the fact
Ulat Cleveland - has a great allThe Gas that's different, does
aX•und club."
not smoke or slow down iii
cold n esther
Second baseman George (Snuffy)
Stirnweisz also suggested that
MURRAY GAS and
Cleveland might be more of a facAPPLIANCE CO.
tor in this year's pennant race than
anybody imagined. Yet he, Toon
1212 MAIN ST.
picked the Red Sox as the club
which will give the Yankees the
most trouble.
Little Billy -Johnson jumped on -the Bosox bandwagon, also, as the
Yankees discussed their pennant
prospects. And big Tommy Henrich,
another of the Yankee power
sparkplugs, agreed.*
Used Fats
But whetfier it will-die-New York.
Scrap Iron
Boston, Cleveland, Detroit or one
of the others who gallops down the
Metal
stretch in. front, all the players
Batteries
were united in their job that the
Hides
long spring te•iniag grind was Wier
and it was time to:

PROPANE GAS

WE BUY...

y ball!"

SHROAT BROS.
Not eVerybody in
Meat Market
Galloway county sub109 North Fifth
scribes'to The
but_Ledger
Phone 214
'
& Times
-near y
everybody reads. it.
Better Get Your,..
BROADBENT'S HYBRID SEED CORN
All Kentucky Certified (Blue Tag)
Yellow

White
Ky 203
/Cr7211
U.S. 13
Ky 69
Tennessee 10
1946 State Champion and 1947 Calloway County
103

•-,

Champion (According to Official Tests)
BEST FOR YOU TOO

ROSS FEED COMPANY
Carlos Amuse Lynn Grove
Kirksey

Papa Dill, Hazel
Morgan's Mill, Hazel

Mizell & Co., Dexter

Jordan's Store, B. Grove

•

Bill Dona .-1:01ps
Your neighbors do
things they like;
And will for you.

r„

people who lire thine are important
vises conAdence
influences

.

. builds przyNg•

business end

up veils, home

.

social progress. Dross

your car .... your Comity

It you can't spare the cash ..
O

It in-

come in and

BALDWIN Pianos. Choose your
piano as the artists do. FREZLE
Piano Sales, 323 S. 7th, Streqt,
MAYFIELD, Phone 1266. Southwestern Kentucky's largest exclusive Piano Distributor.
Mayne

get a quick, friendly loan. You'll like our
prompt, confidential service.

•

UP TO 20 MONTHS TO REPAY
a

NOTICE-Gardens and lots plowed and fixed (cheap). I have a
garden tractor and I can do a good
Norman Ausjob. Call 465-R
tin.
Al9pc

anivotaie LOAN CORPORATION
NEXT DOOR TO PEOPLES BANK
508 Main Street : Murray
M. C. ELLIS. mgr.
PHONE 1106

SHE SENT BACK )1
A NOTE

4

l
I

SALE

1

FOUNTAIN
PENS

74'
EACH

COOLAIR ATTIC AND WINDOW
FANS, authorized dealer. Household and
iznmercial refrigeration
Sales a
ervice. Phone 1067.
100 N. 4th St. West Kentucky
Electric Co.
May6c

A well-kept horn* htlls the world that the

OH, PEE WE E - WILL
YOU TAKE THIS GIFT
OVER TO NANCY'?

z ,.

NOTICE-Mr. Frank Davis will be
in Murray each Wednesday at
Barnett dt Kerley, next to the
Bank of Murray, to buy, sell and
trade new and used sewing machines. Mr. Davis can repair all
makes of machines, convert treadle models to electric, and can
furnish attachments for any make
machine. Phone 135 for appointM4c
ment.

Bushmiller
•

SOUNDS LIKE
A BARGAIN

-Notices

;

Tested and Approved

Aft,

-

1 s.

A•N
U 5 Po O5 _0,

ABBIE an' SLATS

:••.:/

Looks Like An Invasion

LISTEN, BECKY
I DON'T CARE IF
YOU ANO CHARLIE DID -MUGGS'DINER
SPLIT $185.00 BETWEEN (SOUR BIG
YOU THIS WEEK..'. MONEY CHANCE.
YOURS ANC)
ISN'T WORTH RISKING
MINE. CHARLIE'S
YOUR LIVES/1.'
ANOSLIEt

By Raeburn Van Buren

AND I'M NOT GOING 10
GIVE IT UP-JUST BECAUSE
A GANG OF JUVENILE
DELINQUENTS IN TURTLENECK SWEATERS
ARE TRYING TO
SCARE US.
.
1.
11

THEY'VE GONE BEYOND
JUST TRYING TO SCARE
YOU-THEY'VE TRIED
TO KILL YOU-- OH,
SLATS-I'M
FRIGHTENED--

WELL-I'M
NOT--THEYVE
LEARNED WE
DON'T SCARE
EASY. THEY
WON'T TRY
AGAIN.

MEANWHILE: LOOKING AT THE
MOON OVER LOVELACE LAKE -AREN'T THOSE GIRLS SEEMS LIKE7,
COMING 1/DINARD US? ???ARE THOSE
TURTLE-NECK
Mk "SWEATERS THEY
WEARIN'?

reit9,

11-

DON'T FORGE1 our Auto Auction
Sale every Saturaay beginning at
10:30, rai.Por chine. $2.00 If they
don't sell. $10.00 if they do. sell.
Anybody can sell ... anybody can

•
4.

1

Stokes
Certified Hybrid Seed Corn

LI'L ABNER

I'm Dancing With Tears in Ma)) Eyes! I

By Al Capp

(ASK THE MAN WHO GROWS IT)

ESPF-SH‘LY

Mr',DAISY MAE

US 13 -Ky 103-ICY 102 - Ky 203

- M -MAN
0-I
CHILEI
TlaYO
E .
.„4
LIVES
I. A THOUSAN:
VO'LL NEVAI-4

IS AVAILABLE AT

S
LE
IK
EEANNeM
714111IN.
AG_INff

Calloway Co. Soil Improvement Assn.
Last Main

:

Murray, Ky.

:

IS GONE-AN'THEY
MAKES IL-CULP)",
RAppyr. -rris
WHUT AM ALLUS
WANTED-, Of

Phone 207
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Mn. .Pat Wear-e and
Emi-1 \Mr. and
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Mr...and Mrs. Holme.11 Ellis,
Ky., and Frank R. Ellis of_ daiighter, Linda. have', returned
nece,
n
Washington, D. C., visited Mrs. froni\a visit in Earliogton,. wilh
, 'Taal'Mrs.- %ire's. parents. Mr. dint Mrs.
Leslie Ellis- of this count)
•
Orley Vaenoy.
weilvend.
- . .

Locals;

ClitivAletes Activitim
Weddings
JO WILLIAMS. FAIR.

— PHONE 374-M

Enjoy Spring and Summer Vacationing
11111111K.-•
.
.1 10111111101111
.
"
4.1.1m111.M111

Barnes Burkeen
Honored Sunday
On 47th Birthday
Barnes W. Burkeen was honored
on his 47th birthday with a dinner
Sunday at his home on the
on
highway._ Dinner was served. on
the lawn at noon to the following!
Mr and Mrs. A...L Burkeen. Mrs.
Liria Hopkins. Mr. ahd Mrs. Roy
Burkeen, Mr. and .Mrs • Cleve Parish, Martha and Marilyn; Mr. and
Mrs. 011ie Jones. Juan and Larry;
Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Morris. Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Dick and Geraldine: Mrs. Ruby Neale and James:
Mr afid Mrs. Hallet Hopkins. Mrs.
N,idine-Lockhart and Sue. Holman
Downey.
Mr. and Mrs Cecil Hopkins,•Laura, Lazry. Geraldine and_Mildred:
Mr. and Mrs. Edward McClure. and
Rose. Mrs. Clifton Garrison, Benny
and Peggy: Mr. and Mrs. Amos
Hopkins
Carolyn and Dorinda
Kay: Mr. and Mrs. Amos Workman. Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Outland,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Burkeem Mr.
and Mrs Barnes Burkeen.- Euple.
Jack. Ola Mae and Pauline nd Mr.
and Mrs. Johriny Burkeen of Nash•
title Tenn.
•••

••••e I
• 1,08.1

4

College
Calendar

1
1
I.

April 22. Thursday-S A I. American music program, recital hall,
8:13.
April 23. Friday-Commerce meetMiss Verda Lee Windsor
, ing-One day conference-high
school commerce teachers.
Mr. and „Mrs. G. C. Windsor of Akron. Ohio, formerly of R F. D.
April 24. Saturday-Tri Sigma bandreat44weelsn.-;-isnisounce. _the- -engagement and - approaching
No I.
quet and dance. Women's Club
marriage of their daughter. Verda Lee. to William W. Kasier. Jr. son
House. 6:30 pm
April 21. Sunday-Tr Sigma break- of Mr. and Mrs. William Kasen Sr. of Akron. Ohio
Windsor is a graduate-of Lynn Grove High School and is now
fast at the Hut. 9-30 am.
ses
'
employed with ,the Sun Ruober Company. of Barberton. Ohio.
RIAU TB! CLASSIFIEDS!
Mr Ka.ser attended Kenmore High School before entering service
in 1542. and.is now employed.with the General Tire and Rubber Cornony of Akron. Ohio.
Miss Windsor is a granddaughter of Mr and Mrs E. L. Kuykendall
Windsor af_Hazel. Ky.
.dMi anti 31ra.

A
„
A

1

Electric Wiring
_and Service

A.IleC.E1WeeatIiieers.
Ranges. Electric
Irons. and Small Appliances.

JONES ELECTRIC
SHOP

Woman's Council Of Zeta Benefit Card
Is Held
Church :
Friday Evening
Meets Tomorrow

Approximately one hundred card
enthusiasts gathered at the -Murray
_
Woman's Club House Friday evening at 7.30 to enjoy the. Zeta Benefit Card Party.
Prizes ivere awarded as follows:
Mrs William Nash. ladies high in
bridge: Harold Gilbert. bridge high
for men: Mrs. L. K. Pinkley. travel.
3
Mrs. Keitn Morris. draw prize, Mrs.
4
t7 6 5,
Glen Charles, pinochle. and Haron
West, rook.
Mrs. Cecil Farris was chairman
VARSITY THEATRE
. . of the refreshment committee and
'Out Of The Past" April 19-Penny Club at 1:00 p.m. was assisted in serving by Mes•
el Hr 35 Mir. 1
in home of Mrs. John Workman dames John Edd Scott. James Rudy
Feature Starts: 1'00-2 58-5:01-7:041
April 38-Ktrkeey Club at 1 30 pm Allbritten, Norman-I-fate. Maurice
9:07. .
Ryan and Misses Mtldred Williams
in school building
CAPITOL THEATRi
April 21-East Side Club at 1:30 and Beth Sext,n
"Road To The Big Househome ol-Mrs Hillard
p.m.
II Hr. 12 Min i
/14.43. •
Feature Starts: 1 00-2 23-4:01-5:34CLASSIFIEDS!
READ
7:074440-10.13. Lynn Greve. By.
Boyd Jonas 0-a nes -

• e2\ TIME

The Woman's C.ouncilof the First
Christian Church will meet in general session at 3 p.m. in the social
roornd-of- the church tomorrow.
Mrs t"- S. Lowry will be speaker.
Each lady in the'church is urged to
be present far ths inte7;ting program.

k.4tva siow/

Homemakers Clubs
Schedule
-
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Social Calendar

Tuesday. April 28 '
The following circles
C.S. of the First Methodist Church
'Will meet at 2:30:
Circle I at the home of Mrs. F.
Crawford with Mrs. Charlie Broach
and Mrs. W. H .Huie as cohostesses.
Mrs. J. T. Sammons will be in
charge of the program.
Circle II at the home of Mrs. R
A. Johnston with Mrs. R. it Lamb
and Mrs. L. A. L Langston as cohostesses. Guest*speakers will be
Mrs B. F. Scherffius.
Circle III at the Mime of Mrs E.
A. Tucker With Mrs Charles Rains
as ceihoiness , Mrs. R. IV. Cherry
will have charge of. the ptogram. _
The Music Defiertment of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet at
716 at the Club House,

,June
HAVER
Cc

t../

TECHNICOLOR

swam sere.. •••

-In a way, yes. Through her I can
Loris Raymond has gone to
New York in search of a musical make some worthwhile contacts."
-And singing in the roadhouse
career, but finds the going difficult, as does Carey Carson, young might hurt your chances? Is that
It?"
meet,
They
would-be architect.
"Yes. Loris-to put It plainly, it
become friends, and hear of Roland Potter. wealthy old bachelor. Is"
"I see.' Loris was thoughtful.
who wants to help a worthy
young couple by paying them to "But don't you think you ought to
act as caretakers on his Long consider me?"
do consider you," Carey proIsland estate. Loris and Carey
marry temporarily, on a strictly tested. "I'm not so keen about havbusiness basis, to get the job. ing you play in the Joint." •
"I don't mind a bit. I've no social
They are hired. Potter leaves on
• cruise, and shortly after they contacts to keep up-and I need
are settled, they meet Iris Wren- the money. It's cash I'm after.
shaw. beautiful and wealthy, who Carey-and I intend to get it. You
takes a fancy to Carey. He re- sent into this agreement with both
sponds. because he thinks she eyes open, and so did L"
"Okay, okay." Carey said, trying
may help him with his career as
an architect. Iris takes Carey to to grin."Don't get all wrought up!"
"I'm not getting all wrought up
New York in her car to look over
be: drawings for a proposed real But it's certainly not very comfortestate venture. but she promises ing to have you suddenly decide•
that our plan is cheap."
to get him back home In time to
"I didn't Say the plan was cheap.
eep his appointment with Loris
I a wayside night club, where I said the roadhouse was."
"Well, whatever you said-not
they hate a singing and playing
engagement to give them extra having y o u enthusiastic about
singing and trying to win the prize
money.
takes the Joy out of it. And after
all our rehearsing too!"
CHAPTER XVIII
"We'll go- through with IL"
As IRIS and Carey drew Carey said. "After all It's only for
'nearer to Lindenbrook, one night."
Loris grew more and more im- "Suppose we get a chance to sing
play nightly?"
patient. It had been the long- and
"That's another one of those
est day of her life, and during bridges we'll cross In the future."
Its dragging hours. she had
-Meaning you might turn down
nearly worn herself out with the offer?"
"I might. It depends a lot on
thinking. She had practiced as how
my plans with Iris come out."

}um-.

/.

The Wasson's Council of the First
Christian Church will meet at 3
o'elock at the &lurch.
--The • 0ES School of. Inspection
will be held at the Masonic Hall
at 7:30. preceded by an agenda by
the officers.
. Thursday. April 22
The Magazine Club will meet at
210 with Mrs. R. T. Wens. Hazel
Road.

VARSITY CAPITOL
ROBERT MITCHUM
in

"OUT OF
THE PAST"

NOTICE-The Maude Cohan,
Washingeiiili fully equipped
with all new Maytag Washers.
Same location, same service
as before. We will appreciate
your business.

MAUDE COHOON
OKLA WALSTON
301 SOUTH FIFTH ST.
PHONE 246

and throw-out bearing if needed.
Includes oil and , gaskets and READY T O CO.
$159.50

ALL FOR

1

BILLINGTON-JONES MOTOR CO.
Phone 170

211 Main

Cs

FOR FAST

•••

• LOCALS

CAB SERVICE

Elmo Bidwell of Chicago will arrive in Murray Saturday night to
spend the weekend with Mr and
Mrs H. B. Adams of South Eighth
street, and Mrs. Bidwell who has
been in Murray for the past two
weeks.'
••
Mr. and Mrs Eddie Robinson of
Tennessee are spending a few
with Mr. and Mrs. Rome Elkins of
Murray

Long as she could make herself
said Loris. Just one Uttle
sit ati.he piano; and then had
tried-to occupy her hands if %-/ word. tont It was like a cry
She was hurt."Very well." she said,
not her thought-s.
that way. Only it

-rvir

"let's leave it
Over and over again the telet seems to me that you might make
herself that Iris Wrenshaw was the Iris Wrenshaw understand that
girl Carey should bays married. your summer job at Pottersplace
Yet how could he possibly have mar- comes first. You owe that to Mr
ried Iris without knowing that the Potter and to me, You and Irks can
even existed? Now that Carey had go on with your plans when autmet Iris. it was up to her to step umn comes-and I'm no longer in
aside the moment their summer of the picture."
work at Pottersplace was ended
Carey tried to think of someand insist that Carey have his free- thing to say, and couldn't. When
dom. so that he could marry Iris Loris was out 0/ the picture. He
and beeome the successful archi- didn't like the sound of the words
tect he wanted to become.
-not a bit. Suppose he and Iris
Finally Loris decided to have a did make a success of their project
heart - to - heart talk with Carey. -and perhaps marry and continue
Maybe if he understood that the their live./ together. What of Loris?
didn't Intend to hold him after the Suppose she failed with her music
summer was over, he would be less -what then? Beek to the stuffy
restless. Poor Carey Carson, mar- old rooming house: back to the
ried to a failure of a pianist, while days of climbing seeks kale4 for
longing to give Iris Wrenshaw his work.
„.. _ _
entire time and thought!
"Just what are your plans for
Five o'clock--stx-seven. Still no the fall?" he asked. "Suppose you
Carey. There was no train now un- don't succeed with your music.
til after eight. If Carey came back what will you do?"
at all, he would have to rush to get
"I can always go back home and
ready for their trip to the road- teach piano lessons. Not a very
house. It just proved that no man glamorous prospect, but it's better
can resist the combination of afflu- than starving." Loris looked Carey
ence and beauty. Iris had them directly in the eye. "I've done a lot
both - and Carey had evidently of thinking today." she went on.
forgotten everything else. He might 'and several times it occurred to
at least have some consideration me that going back home, glamorfor the girl who had married him ous or not, would have been the
so that he wouldn't have to go hun- sensible thing-far better than tygry. and sleep on park benches, ing you up In this outlandish marwrapped up in old newspapers.
huge."
At eight Carey came barging in.
"It's not outlandish!"
out of breath.
"Well I don't know what you call
"Sorry I'm late, Loris! But we It," Loris retorted:"However, since
had a blow-out."
we're in It. I'm willing to stick It
"Really?" Loris shrugged. 'At out, and to do my part I'm also
Least Miss Wrenshaw was original." willing to take on some outside
"What do you mean by that?"
duties, like appearing in the road-They usually run out of gas.'
house. If it means extra money "
"Good grief, you don't think she
"You are a mercenary gal, aren't
had a blowout on purpose!"
you?" said Carey
"I certainly know what It's like
WAS only kidding you." Loris not to have money." Loris looked
started toward the kitchen. at her watch."Good heavens! Look
"I've eaten. You better hurry, if at the time! Eat your supper-or
you want to make your debut at the dinner-or whatever you want to
roadhouse tonight."
call It I'll run up and dress.'
"Frankly, I'm not keen about It.
"Funny thing." Carey said forbut - I reckon we could .use the lornly. -but I seem to have lost my
fifty."
appetite"
"Certainly we calla." Loris stood
"It's just an attack of stagesudden
this
"Why
In the doorway.
fright"
change? You were all enthusiasm
"Stage-fright, my eye!"
last night"
"Better wear your white flarottlis
"I don't know exactly." said arid dare coat." Loris called as she
It
"But
Carey. uncomfortable.
hurried up the stairs "They'll look
seems so sort of cheap - singing well in the spotlight.**
and playing in a place like that."
"Hurry. Carey! We can use that
"What of it? No one knows us." fifty."
"Yes. but If we were to sing in a
country club it wouldn't be so bad."
(To be continued)
"Has Irts Wrenahaw anything to 'The characterr in this serial are
dctifiouvi
do with this sudden feeling about
OalpyrIent. let] by Arcadia Rowse. Inc
cheapness?"
Mr. arid Mrs. Carl Ferrara and College where ho Wee•star athlete.
son , Carl' Jr_ of Norris City, Ill., was graduated from Murray State
were weekend valitors With Mrs.
eas-They
Use our mamma
Ferrara's mother, Mrs. Almeds
Farley, North Fifth street. Carl DK the busuisse.

PHONE

Le
$1.

41
"Courtesy First"

MURRAY CAB COMPANY

Hendon's Service
Station

SIXTH and MAIN

Firestone and U. S. •
Royal Tires

Owner — VERNON COHOON — Operator

TEXACO PRODUCTS
MO

North Fourth Si,

Murray, By.

Phone 82

We will have a demonstration of this plow atwork at the Murray Airport Field, 4 miles
south of Murray, Tuesday, April 20. Come and
see this plow at work.

ted3rowriti
MURRAY
NURSERY
FLORIST& GIFT SNOPPE
800 OLIVE-PHONE 3641
I
4*

* 14
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41
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Chiropractic Health
Center

/Ct"ggr°14(.‘77

AVEVOZ

tf.

GRAHAM

"Where People Get Well"

PrraIW"
• PoPvests froWee
• Lowers pi
°wine Coss
• Gm
"
' hoe
HI

FREE CONSULTATION
i

ritt

107 North 4th St.
PHONE 600
Murray, Kentucky
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CAN BLACK-DRAUGHT
HELP A BAD BREATH?
Yes. Black-Draught may help a bad
breath if the sal) reason you have bad
breath is because of consUpation. BlackDraught, the friendly laxative, is usually
prompt and thorough when taken as dlr•cted It rests only a penny or less a
dose. That's why it has been a bestseller with four generations. If you an
troubled with such symptoms as loss of
appetite, headache, upset stomach, flatusleeplessness,
lence. physical fatigue
mental haziness, bed breath--and if the..
symptoms are duo only to constrpetion—
then MO what Slack-Draught mar do for
row Get a package today.

CNISIL TONI SON. AND eosin
IN ONLY Olat ONIRATION Woth the
C°end tockan.w, Patented
nat.on Ctnsol and Km., Attachment
tit veil
Fully adlustable to any depth
cs4r114, enough to cut all vegetafeta.
•°'

•
SAVWS•Ctt.017d by
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MARCH 1 WAS THE LAST DAY THAT 1947
AUTOMOBILE LICENSES COULD BE
USED WITHOUT PENALTY

Have You Eaten at the BUS STATION
CAFE Lately?
TRY US
Tommie Conyers, Owner

Uri]

While they last we will install in your car a guaranteed reconditioned engine, complete with new clutch- -

The Arts and Crafts Club met
Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
with Mrs. Mayme Randolph at her
home on Poplar street.
Mrs. Randolph, president, presided over the business meeting
and the group voted to have a
linen shower for the hospital when
the club holds its May 12th meeting
with Mrs. Elias Robertson, Olive
street.
Eighteen
members and, Mrs.
Clyde Downs, Mrs. Pat Wear and
Miss Lula Holland spent" the afternoon engaged in needlework and
conversation.
The hostetag- served -a lovely dessert plate.

The State Police assigned to this area will take action
at once on finding an automobile in use without 1948
license plates.

Phone 615

ROBERT "BOB" KARNES
LAST TIMES MONDAY

Reconditioned Ford Motor

Arts And Crafts
Club Meets With
Mrs. Randolph

Be Married

WITH A NEW

Those who have not purchased 1948 tags, are urged
to do so at once to avoid arrest and fine.

BROOKS BUS LINE
Direct Route Kentucky to Michigan
Fastest Time-Thru Buses — Shortest Route
All Seats Reserved - Radio for Your Pleasure — Pillow Service

PINK G. CURD,
County Judge

Daily Schedule - Lv :Murray 11 00 a m . Ar. Detroit 5:45 am.
Fare MAI, without tax - Make Seat Reservations Early
For Information Call.

Murray Bus Terminal

Paducah Bas Terminal

Phorre 456

Phone 604
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BRIGHAM FUTRELL,
State Police Patrolman
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